Wheeled rover mobile robot was designed to help human with the task that is out of human capability. Usually, it was used for driving over rough terrain for example on unconsolidated sandy dune incline. Normally rover was equipped with fixed grousers that were attached on its wheel but this type of wheel has a problem which is it tends to slip and sink into the sand. This problem happens when the wheel rotates and the grouser moves the sand from below of the wheel to the back of the wheel. This situation caused the sand accumulated behind the wheel. Previous researcher has designed an "assistive" grouser with adjustable angle to minimize the sand movement and subsequent sinkage to prevent this problem. The interaction between the rotation motion of an assistive grouser and the sand movement cannot be seen clearly during the experiment. The purpose of this study is to investigate the interaction between the rotation motion of single grouser and the sand movement by using computer simulation. Discrete Element Method (DEM) is used for the simulation process. From this simulation, the effect of grouser movement towards generated resistance force by the sand particles was observed. In high slip condition where the grouser rotates in a static position, when there is higher number of particles move upward toward the surface as the grouser rotated, it will cause the wheel to dig the sand surface. It has high tendency for the wheel to getting stuck in real experiment.
